
Nicholus Andrews (Nic) is the CEO and Founder of TESTD
test scheduling, testing, monitoring, and contract tracing. 

Andrews began developing TESTD in April 2020, using blockchain technology to deliver HIPAA-

managers an up-to-the-minute read-out of the health of a department, a location, or entire 
companies. In building his company, Andrews formed around him a team of subject matter experts 
including an epidemiologist who worked on the coronavirus task force and fought Ebola for 
President Obama; a leading telemedicine physician; a veteran in clinical lab procedures with over 20 

an expert in disinfection technology for business locations, arenas, and public spaces. 

Initially envisioned as a tool for tracking the spread of COVID-19, TESTD has evolved into a tool that 
will monitor distribution of vaccines and, even more broadly, give users control of their Protected 
Health Information (PHI). 

age of 16. A particular interest in network computing eventually led him to a career in technology. 

He developed a specialty in scalable high-performance computing projects, network infrastructure, 
and software development with unique insight into creating harmony between complex technology 
and simple, intuitive user interfaces. He became the leader on projects designing and deploying 
complex computational clustered supercomputers for the United States Department of Defense 
and Department of Energy as Senior Server Engineer/Network Architect. 

Parallel interests led Andrews to harness powerful computing systems for creating a digital 

at scale. The hyper-targeted marketing infrastructure united email, social, and display channels 
generating at peak over 15M daily impressions.

 TESTD developed out of the company Andrews assembled called Aeryus, to create business 
solutions using blockchain technology. A blockchain enthusiast since 2010, Andrews formed Aeryus 

in general give companies and individuals more control over their data using encryption.

Andrews’ multimodal approach to problem solving – as well as his background in hardware 
technology, programming, networking, consumer marketing, team building, and blockchain — 
combine to put him squarely at the center of  TESTD and its broad mission.
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